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As one maybe already know  Jörn Janczak did found TIDAL in 1999 to build the finest speakers, since he is (or at least feels himself as) a 100% 

speaker designer. To that point he never intended to build amplifiers in the first idea, since he knows there is only one talent one should follow 

and never liked “me too” products. And by fact there are very few companies famous for both excellent amps and speakers, simply by the fact 

that one needs to be specialized to things. But TIDAL is 2 x 100% specialized in both amplifiers and speakers, because by a pure coincident Jörn 

met Lothar Bräun, an extremely talented and experienced guy built amps for himself the way Jörn designs his speakers: to make them invisible 

and designing them to be “the perfect postman” delivering the musical mail as it was intended by the artist, not new interpreted by the 

“postman” (the audio system itself).  

                   

Long story short: Jörn offered Lothar to join the TIDAL team and to be from now one two heads in two specialized fields, amplifiers and 

speakers. To give TIDAL a major direction Jörn & Lothar create the amps as general concept and outer design together and Lothar has 

otherwise a completely unlimited budget and free hands for bringing the amps into reality. Today the TIDAL headquarter and speaker main 

facility is in Cologne, guided by Jörn, and the TIDAL amplifier facility is in Forchheim, guided from Lothar. Lothar’s background is since more 

than 30 years audio amplifier design, he developed plenty of unique amplifier circuitries, did the amplifier service for famous brands and is an 

extremely skilled man when it comes to electronics. 

                   



One important fact is: many people think TIDAL amps and TIDAL speakers are designed to sound the best together. Like that they are adjusted 

to each other. When a speaker and an amplifier is designed entirely right, then it would be a shame not to find out what “flavor” it can get 

with other equipment. So each other brand speaker can be matched with TIDAL amps, each TIDAL speaker can be matched with each other 

brand amplifier.  

But the unique and very same way both, TIDAL amps and speakers, are designed, it makes sense to try the combination out of what TIDAL 

understand as the combination of the perfect lens and the perfect camera. But other than that all matches are possible. This following 

information is covering the TIDAL pre amplifiers to start with. 

                   

 

The TIDAL amplifier concept is clear: unique solutions, strictly selected and very best parts, each and every detail is a selection out of endless 

hearing sessions, measurements with the very best and most expensive lab equipment and do guarantee the very same way unique results for 

the musical performance. Our approach is nothing less than offering the most realistic and in our definition best preamps at all.  

The proof of that is actually very easy: the more one hears and the less the pre amp is visible in the chain, the simply better it is cause it lets 

the music signal from the source more untouched, does not add anything and does not lose anything of the details. Ultraclean high tech 

production coupled with experienced craftsmanship, endless measurements with the best and most expensive gear on the market and long 

listening sessions are the way to go to end up with unique results like these preamps.  

In general TIDAL amps are the almost endless sum out of the exclusive details which make TIDAL amps so unique, both in design, concept and 

result. For e.g. the distortions and noise of the preamps is so low that the companies “Rohde & Schwarz” and “Audioprecision”, the reference 

standard of audio measurement equipment wanted to demo TIDAL their latest products, they found out while measuring the “Presencio” this 

preamp is even beyond the capability to measure noise and channel separation, the measurement device itself basically showed just the static 

noise if its own, for e.g. the noise of a Presencio is < 140 dB below 0. 

                   

 

Another proof is the unbelievable speed and therefore bandwidth these amps do work with. Often unrealistic numbers are claimed, but in 

reality most preamps do have no further bandwidth than 50-250.000 Hz. TIDAL pre amps are under complex load able to play up to 1.000.000 

Hz. Again: under load and not “on paper”. Therefore they can reproduce the tiniest little crystalline structure of impulses and are completely 

out of the way of the signal. And therefore out of the way of the music in all beauty. 

Every amp technology can be hidden in some heavy cabinet and some marketing story. TIDAL amps are very different and can be proven with 

the unique solutions, the measurements and in the end of the day with the approach we have: the most transparent, most clear and most 

realistic amplifiers one can think of. Afterwards we share some inside views to show some details of it. 



The unique TIDAL UPLC volume control (Ultra Precision Level Control): 

For TIDAL a pre amp is the simplest thing in approach - and the most difficult thing to fulfil: taking the music signal and just changing the 

volume and the source selection without any change. For that the audio signals need to come without any detour direct to the amplifier. For 

that TIDAL uses absolutely no input-stages/input-buffer, coupling-capacitors and transformers. The input signals, no matter balanced or 

unbalanced, are routed directly without any detour to ultraprecise single resistors, which are selected out of hundreds to fulfil the lowest 

possible tolerances. 

                   

TIDAL uses an unique technology to erase the weakest part in every preamp: the level control. TIDAL tried all volume adjustments in the 

market, starting with the most expensive ALPS potentiometers and attenuators with resistors direct in the signal way around an axis with 

volume knob. TIDAL find out these concepts always have flaws.  

Open contacts and resistors are delicate to dust and oxidations and therefore produce noise and channel imbalances right away or over the 

time. Classical potentiometers, often used as reference potentiometers were not precise enough to guarantee the channel separation we need 

and want. Therefore we developed over ten years ago an unique concept which was developed further to absolute perfection until today, the 

TIDAL UPLC technology, hidden behind the famous volume knob. 

 

                   

We use the most expensive motor driven ALPS potentiometer for nothing else than reading the position of how loud one likes to hear. This 

potentiometer is already a good reference potentiometer, good enough to use it as what it is by many other top preamps from other 

manufacturers. But for TIDAL it is just good enough to control an armada of relays. Since we only measure the position of the level with the 

ALPS. Then this position/analog signal is being converted into digital data to control an armada of the most precise relay.  

These relay are filled with noble-gas and have inside a hermetically closed atmosphere, so these contacts will never oxidize or have problems 

with dust and humidity. And then these relay do switch in the shortest little way into the left and right channel, totally separated, every time 

and for each volume level only one single resistor into the signal way.  

Another highlight is that the whole ADC control of the relays is completely out of the signal way. It is being powered and controlled by 

decoupled and galvanic separated power supply, isolated by opto-couplers and therefore have zero influence to the pure audio power supply 

back and forth. These opto-couplers transfer the electrical impulse into light, tranfer it and convert the light back to the electrical signal 

without any ripple and noise, so it arrives the relay absolutly clean to switch the resistor as needed. 



                   

It needed us more than one year to simulate and understand the perfect switching of the relay control, the position of the knob and resolution 

for each volume value. We never liked the usual cascades out of many resistors, nor the switching sound of typical relay-resistor solutions. So 

TIDAL designed a software to control the relay with the most soft contact and without any switching noise and the smoothest change from 

resistor to resistor and are controlled to meet the exact switching point between two relay exactly to the micro second. 

Just to select the relay and testing the exact switching timing and match it with the requirement needed us to build another test center with 

own developed software, with it we can control the 256 relay-resistor combinations for one Presencio preamp for e.g.. and guarantee the 

maybe most reliable and most precise volume control on the market. As complex as it is to build such a level control: in 10 years of producing 

the ULPC never had any failure or fallout in a single device. 

Also we use the complete way of the volume control to have the highest resolution and zero dynamic loss and compression. So in the end of 

the day the music signal just goes thru the completely induction-free resistors which are produced for TIDAL with the most maximal contact 

area to guarantee excellent high frequency abilities. 

                   

So how does it feel? When one turns the knob one can feels the heavy quality and it is extremely smooth to turn it, other than that if feels 

completely analog, since there is no level jumps, no clicking noise, no channel distortions – nothing but changing ultra precise the volume.  

And How does it sound? One will hear details never heard before and the preamp is completely invisible in between the source and the power 

amp.  

 

So all together this makes UPLC the most advanced and most precise level control on the market, there is nothing like that at all. The user can 

feel free to enjoy the perfect and smooth running volume knob by hand as haptic pleasure or by remote control  from the chair and see and 

hear how the volume changes completely analog in the most perfect way while the knob is turned by the motor. The UPLC is being inside all 

TIDAL preamps. 

 

 

*Just a little last note: 

The famous volume knob is made out of three pieces hand polished jewelry steel and as the stainless-steel front plates diamond paste 

polished below 1µm even like a mirror. It is just the outer reflection of the inner smartness of this level control. 

 

 

 

 



Cabinet and design: 

          

 

TIDAL preamps do follow a simple concept: the ultimate pure and essential function.  

What should a pre amplifier do? We think  a.) selecting the source, b.) adjusting the volume and c.) doing all that with the most little influence 

to the signal. So leaving the signal untouched. From the outside one can see the TIDAL design follows this function in the most perfect way: 

there is only the on/off button, input selector and volume knob. Arranged in a timeless and unique composition. Like most iconic products, 

where the inside is filled with the most complex technology and not to see and the outside is designed for the most elegant and simple use 

and to cover that. 

                   

With TIDAL’s in-house measurement systems for vibrations we can use patented tactile transducers to measure with an accelerometer the 

influence of the cabinet when it comes to vibrations. 

Other than the trend to massive aluminum housing milled out of one block we do go a different way. Massive cabinets out of aluminum maybe 

compensate the lack of inner electronic designs, but it has all but an ideal resonance behavior and tremendous peaks of resonance 

frequencies. Therefore we design the cabinets after a simply rule “the best cabinet is the cabinet which one does not hear”. We use a smart 

mix out of anti-resonance coated metal plates and sandwich construction with up to 18mm acrylic and dampened aluminum parts, optimized 

with FEA – instead of one big block out of metal. The different  decks of Presencio are also decoupled with isolation absorbers  and polymeric 

cylinders, as well as all preamps do stand with 3 isolation feet to the ground. 

 

                  



 

TIDAL preamps do use absolutely unique circuitry with enormous bandwidth, extremely low numbers of amplification stages and selected 

parts, we call it MPT (minimal path topology). All pre amps are completely discrete build and use also completely discrete build output 

modules without transformers and simply IC’s.  

With ultra bandwidth bi-polar transistors we can cover a bandwidth up to 1.000.000 Hz. Only few, but extremely selected parts do take care of 

the right balance out of stability and speed. Noise, distortions and group delay is brought down to an absolute minimum.  About 4.000 

electronic parts are necessary to guarantee the perfect function of the few parts in the signal way with highest reliability. This is why one can 

see actually so many parts inside of our amplifier, but most of them just control and support the very few parts which are in the signal way 

itself and to guarantee their very best performance, safety and reliability. 

               

   

All parts are selected for the lowest tolerances and extremely complex, for e.g. just the power button of the Preos-D is a fine mechanical 

masterpiece made out of 6 precisely made parts, adjusted to less than 0.1mm to each other. For e.g. the most expensive switchers from Swiss 

company ELMA are just good enough to select the source as input switcher, but internally these noble devices do control relays to switch the 

signal or source directly where it has to be switched, without any influence of dust and humidity and without any detour of the signal thru 

mechanical switchers. 

 

 



                   

Low resistance polymeric capacitors buffer the energy needed for the circuitry. Every audio channel has its very own fully regulated power 

supply. For e.g. already the smallest TIDAL preamplifier “Preos-D” has a power supply for the DAC, a power supply for the left audio path, one 

for the right one, and one for the UPLC control.  

Even more complex is the power deck of the preamps Presencio and Presencio-LS, it offers in practice unlimited capacity of ultra clean and 

ripple free power for the volume control/line deck and the phono deck. 4 toroidal transformers and more than 260.000 µF capacity are the 

buffer backbone for the power supply. 2 more toroidal transformer are nor nothing else responsible than for the complete control and display 

parts. Complete galvanic separation even up to the two completely separated power inputs for two power cords do avoid any kind of influence 

between the audio section and the control section. Multistage power filters do guarantee zero cross-talk between the sensitive audio circuits. 

Therefore long audio signal ways to power buttons, voltage selectors and fuses on the back are totally avoided.      

 

TIDAL does produce and equip the parts to its PCB-boards completely in-house, therefore TIDAL has in practice unlimited resources of how we 

like to design and build the boards completely to our wishes, even the most complex 4-layer gold conductor boards are no problem. Every 

single board and part is being controlled several times with high precision test equipment and gets an internal number and scanner code for 

the archive and most reliable. Each preamp is running a very long break-in and quality control cycle and is famous for its almost bullet proof 

reliability of it. 

             

 

                   



The unique 

completely discrete 

“pure class-A” 

amplification 

modules are an all 

unique and 

proprietary solution 

of TIDAL. It uses only 

2 fully balanced 

complementary 

amplifier stages. The 

complete and the 

local negative 

feedback is being 

designed both in 

measurement and in 

long hearing/test 

sessions for ultimate 

rise time and 

therefore an 

extreme bandwidth.  

 

 

 

The fine-tuning of distortion, noise, high bandwidth and perfect signal reproduction needs to be done for every single module by hand with 

selected parts which has to be soldered in depending to the perfect value. It is nothing else than like adjusting a complex mechanical 

clockwork by hand. 

 

Of course integrated solutions are way cheaper, and practically plug & play designed, but they will never allow this kind of performance both in 

measurements and acoustical results. And output transformers are never as precise as these modules, since they have a limited bandwidth 

and the signal runs thru plenty of additional parts, so it is quite contrary to the idea of the shortest signal way and most little influence to the 

signal. 

 

            

 

            

 



Afterwards we like to describe some more specialties of the TIDAL preamps: 

• The best cables is no cable. Therefore there is not a single cable in the signal way and the all balanced paths are directly connected to 

the boards. The RCA inputs do use cryogenic treated inputs and use an extremely short pure silver wire as contact to the boards. 

 

 

 

 

• All TIDAL preamps can remote control the TIDAL power amps. For e.g. up to 6 Monobloc amps can be started with turning on the 

preamp in a gentle soft start mode with defined latency between each amp to guarantee the safest start for the whole amplifier 

system 

 

 

 

 

• TIDAL uses only toroidal transformers with an extreme low electromagnetic dispersion. The position on the PCB board is both 

designed to keep it away from the sensitive audio paths and mounted decoupled to the board, therefore micro vibration effects are 

totally avoided. Furthermore all transformers do use cryogenic treated silver fuses and TIDAL even uses unique gold plated fuse 

socket holders to guarantee the very lowest resistance and best sound. 

 

 

        

 



 

 

• The Linelevel/Volume control section of Presencio is made out of 3 basic components: ultra-linear regulated voltage stabilization, the 

UPLC attenuator modules, and the TIDAL amplification output modules. The basic concept is unique in design and realization, since 

the input signal is being forwarded without any detour separated into negative and positive directly into the UPLC resistors, then 

going directly into the TIDAL output modules and to the XLR outputs. The signal can not be routed any shorter and having less 

influence to the signal than this. 

In the schematic one can see that all ultrashort audio paths are powered by a completely different power supply than the control 

section. 

 

 

 

 

 

• The unique phono amplification part of TIDAL uses an unique and proprietary topology to amplify the phono signal with an extreme 

low number of amplification stages. Usually the phonopart is being gained to line level signals and either externally or internally 

routed again to the line level amplification/level control. 

Not so TIDAL’s technology: we can gain the phono signal in two stages with a push-pull concept between phono part and line part. 

This is a complex topology where each parts needs to know exactly what the other part is doing to work the very best way together. 

Another highlight is the internal phono board temperature control and heating system. With it TIDAL can guarantee  always and right 

from the beginning the perfect work conditions for the sensitive phonopart to have it at least at 32°C.  

The Presencio goes even one step further and offers 3 pair fully balanced inputs with free to configure impedance and gaining 

adjustments.  

 

 

 

 



• The power connection cables between the different decks can be ordered optional also as pure silver version. Within each cable are 

up to 7 extremly fine solid core silver conductors in a special configuration to avoid any kind of influence to each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

• Each TIDAL preamplifier can be used also in active home cinema 

systems without compromising the high end audio 2 channel 

system. 

 The input selector for DVD can be configured as regular line 

level input with level control, or as surround mode loop-thru. In 

this case the unique UPLC does set the input signal exactly as the 

output signal and changes the symbol in the display to reflect 

that.  

Now the surround sound preamp is controlling the power amps 

which are connected to the TIDAL preamp and the TIDAL preamp 

itself just loops this signal thru without being in the way. After 

that the UPLC goes back to the normal volume mode into the last 

position where it was. 

 

 

 

• Since 2014 all Tidal pre amplifier and power amplifier are also available with a completely new designed aluminum top cover out of 

dampended aluminum with a brushed structure in deep anthrazit black. 

 

 


